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ABSTRACT
Given the explosively growing traffic related to data-centric
applications and AI, especially to and from the cloud, it is crucial to make the best use of the given resources of wide-area
backbone networks (WANs). An intriguing approach to improve both efficiency and performance of WANs is to render
networks more adaptive and “demand-aware”, on the physical layer: innovative programmable wide-area topologies
support dynamic wavelength assignments. This is enabled
by the application of colorless and directionless Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (CD ROADM), and by
leveraging the capabilities of software-defined controllers.
This paper investigates the benefit of such fully dynamic
wavelength assignments in programmable WAN topologies,
compared to an oblivious wavelength assignment. To this end,
we also propose a new demand-oblivious strategy to optimize the capacity of a WAN. Considering both real and synthetic scenarios, we find that our proposed demand-oblivious
strategy can perform close to dynamic approaches with respect to throughput, without entailing reconfiguration costs.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of distributed and data-centric
applications (e.g., related to business, social networking, or
health) and artificial intelligence, network traffic is currently
growing explosively, especially to and from datacenters (i.e.,
the cloud) [10, 32, 48, 50, 69, 73, 79]. Novel applications,
such as emerging wide-area analytics platforms running dataparallel jobs across geo-distributed sites [62], are likely to
increase traffic further in the near future. To meet the increasingly stringent requirements on the efficiency and performance of wide-area backbone networks (WAN), Internet
Service Providers (ISP) hence spend billions of dollars on enhancing their infrastructure by building access points across
the world and interconnect them using high-speed fiber optics.
An intriguing approach to render networks more efficient
and performant, is to make them reconfigurable and “adaptive”. Especially the notion of software-defined WANs, using
modern remote software controllers, have recently received
much attention to improve networks [30, 31, 34, 35, 38].
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) devices such as
colorless and directionless Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop
Multiplexers (CD ROADMs) [3, 14, 54, 65, 67] further enable
on-demand reconfiguration of the physical topology. With
the wavelength selective switching (WSS) components in
ROADMs, any signal on an input port can be switched to
any output port on a per-wavelength basis. Next-generation
ROADMs are capable of performing such reconfigurations
in a fraction of a second [9, 33, 36, 43]. Due to advances
achieved with ROADMs, operators are hence no longer constrained to plan the entire wavelength assignment long term.
The potential benefits of reconfigurability have already
been demonstrated in the context of data centers networks
(DCNs) [8, 15, 16, 20, 22, 25, 39, 43–45, 49, 57, 59, 83]. In
datacenter (DC) networks, nodes can be connected directly
via wireless/optical links or via optical switches to increase
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the overall network performance. Although inspiring, by considering the variety and the geographical scale of existing
WAN topologies and its implications regarding reconfigurability, a simple adaption of proposed solutions seems infeasible.
This paper hence studies the potential benefits of reconfigurable WANs, when jointly optimizing the flexibilities introduced by both topology programming (TP) and traffic engineering (TE), as proposed in the literature [17, 29, 36, 46, 53].
Unlike prior work, which investigated the efficient joint
optimization of TP+TE in the WAN, we tackle the problem
from the opposite direction: We investigate how to design optimized demand-oblivious wavelength allocations and study
their performance in WAN topologies. Contrary to joint optimization of TP+TE, in the demand-oblivious approach, the
capacity-design does not depend on any assumptions about
the traffic carried by the network. Demand-oblivious designs
only need to be applied once in advance and are as thus attractive as they avoid reconfiguration overheads and can hence
be more scalable, as previously demonstrated on the routing
layer [41, 64].
Contributions: Motivated by the fast growth of network traffic
to and from the cloud, in this work, we take the next steps towards designing efficient demand-oblivious network capacity
allocations for the WAN. Our main contributions are twofold:
(1) We show that already a simple oblivious wavelength allocation achieves on average within 8% of the throughput of an optimal TP+TE formulation in the WAN,
avoiding the downsides of physical reconfiguration. Our
results are based on an evaluation of 169 WANs from
the Topology Zoo data set, utilizing synthetic traffic
matrices. To validate our approach, we also compare
the throughput benefits of the synthetic traffic with realworld data for two WANs, where the median benefits
closely match for both synthetic and real traffic.
(2) Second, we show that for a small set of WAN topologies, the benefits of joint TP+TE can be much larger,
up to 40%. Focusing on these highly optimizable topologies, we present an improved demand-oblivious network capacity design strategy. Inspired by datacenter
topology design, we reduce the all-to-all communication bottlenecks, which in turn significantly reduces the
gap towards joint demand-aware TP+TE formulations
to below 5%, on average. On the largest third of the
evaluated topologies, this gap is halved.
Overview: In Section 2, we introduce the core components in
reconfigurable WANs and topology programming. We continue with a description of our model and the underlying
assumptions in Section 3, followed by an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) TP+TE problem formulation in Section 4.
Next in Section 5, we evaluate the performance of TP+TE
against oblivious, namely uniform, capacity designs on a large
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data set of real-world WAN topologies, concluding that in
general, the throughput benefits are relatively small. However,
some topologies allow larger gains, and we show in Section 6
how more refined oblivious strategies can significantly reduce this gap. We discuss related work in Section 7 and lastly
conclude in Section 8.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we first introduce the core components in
modern optical WANs and briefly discuss the shift from static
network design to dynamic topology programming. We refer
to a recent survey [28] for a general overview.
IP/Optical WAN backbones. Modern WAN backbones comprise edge nodes where traffic enters and exits the network,
optical fibers, IP nodes (ROADMs), connecting the fiber and
optical nodes to regenerate the optical signal over long distances [23, 24]. Traffic is caused by end systems outside the
backbone and aggregated on each edge node. IP nodes consist
of tails and regenerators, where a tail combines a transponder
to convert optical signals to electrical signals and a router
port connected to a router. Regenerators (regens) in IP nodes
as well as in optical nodes pass through (amplified) optical
signals without conversion.
This results in a two-layer view of the network: the IP layer
where traffic engineering is applied and the underlying optical layer. By leveraging the capabilities of software-defined
controllers, we can jointly optimize the IP layer and the underlying optical layer. By reprogramming both, the CD ROADMs
and the routers, we can change the physical topology on the
fly and so further optimize routing. E.g. transponders and
router ports at a single IP Node can be combined to build
a faster link. The potential of centralized control is seen in
Microsoft’s SWAN [31], where the network utilization is significantly improved. Another example of a successful application is Google’s B4 [30, 34]. On a five-year scale (2013-2018)
the traffic volume in Google’s private WAN increased by a
hundredfold, at the same time the availability was improved
from 99% to 99.99% and reveal the potential of a global
software-defined WAN at a massive scale.
Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADMs).
Colorless directionless Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop
Multiplexer (CD ROADMs) are the crucial devices in optical WAN topologies. CD ROADMs enable an all-optical
transmission of light signals from source to destination and
avoid the need for expensive optical-electronic-optical (OE-O) signal conversions. In Fig. 1 a 4-Degree ROADM is
shown. Utilizing the wavelength selective switching (WSS)
component, ROADMs allow steering light signals from any
input port to any output port on a per-wavelength basis. Furthermore, they allow to add or drop wavelengths to or from
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Figure 1: 4-Degree ROADM [21]

network nodes without interfering with other wavelengths
[54, 58, 65]. ROADMs allow dynamic software-driven monitoring and enable to seamlessly change connectivity as needed
on the fly. First-generation ROADMs were limited to fixed
wavelength assignments mapped to each add/drop port, and
a reconfiguration needed to be done by technicians on site.
Colorless ROADMs extend this technology by enabling the
automation of the assignment of add/drop wavelength functionality. Directionless ROADMs allow any wavelength to
be switched to any direction, i.e port in a software-defined
manner. While in today’s ROADMs these functionalities are
widely employed, adding support for contentionless switching
technologies (CDC ROADMs) maximizes the flexibility at
the optical layer. Next-generation ROADMs support to transmit and receive the same wavelength in and from multiple
directions at the same time [3, 14].
Topology Programming (TP). The broad employment of
ROADMs in modern WAN architectures leads to a paradigmatic change in network design. While the placement of hardware components must still be carefully planned in advance,
now, adjusting the configuration of such optical switches enables to reconfigure the network topology. By changing the
wavelength assignment of ROADMs, in other words, assigning wavelengths to connected fiber, we can change the optical
topology and as such the capacity of edges in the order of
seconds to minutes, depending on the circumstances and the
further needed hardware adaptions, e.g., for amplifiers on
long-range links. A change in the wavelength assignment of
ROADMs enables us to dynamically establish new IP links to
what we further refer to as topology programming (TP).
Note that in WANs the duration of such reconfigurations
are orders of magnitudes slower than in datacenters, and
that during reconfiguration, no data can be sent over the
wavelengths [71]. While there is further promising research
on innovative hardware [27, 82], currently, programming the
wavelengths beyond metro use cases incurs relatively long
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Figure 2: Throughput optimization by means of topology
programming (TP).

delays, and hence comes at an inherent trade-off. We refer to
this as the reconfiguration cost.

3

MODEL

Before we evaluate the potential of reconfigurability, we discuss our model abstraction and the underlying assumptions.
Nodes in our model represent ROADMs, acting at the same
time as the Points of Presence (PoP) of the WAN topology.
Of course, traffic originates and terminates outside the optical
WAN topology, but our optimizations are performed based
on a snapshot of the aggregated demand at the edge of the
network, i.e, each node in our model. The links in the network
topology are optical fiber. Gossel [23] points out that not the
fiber between these PoPs limit the network’s overall performance, but ROADMs restricted in the number of optical ports
are the limiting factor.
Single Logical Controller. We assume the presence of a
single logical remote controller, which receives any change in
traffic demands between any pair of nodes. With this information, combined with the information of the underlying optical
network, we can compute the optimal solution and further,
utilize the controller to remotely reconfigure the wavelength
assignment of the ROADMs (TP) and provide optimal routing
paths for the current traffic (TE).
Bidirectional wavelengths. Recent work [36, 46] shows the
potential of programmable topologies in respect to optimizing
efficiency, but assume a unidirectional wavelength assignment.
We extend their model addressing current developments in
optical switching technologies. Vendors of ROADMs often
bundle sending and receiving components in pairs, which we
take into account by adding the restriction of bidirectionality. So, a wavelength assignment (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) → 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 implies an
assignment (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑖 ) → 𝑤 𝑗𝑖 with 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑤 𝑗𝑖 .
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Example. In Fig. 2 we give an intuition of our IP/optical
network abstraction. Each of the four ROADMs (nodes) supports two pairs of wavelengths, i.e. two incoming and two
outgoing information streams. In this example, a flow rate of
2 from both 𝑠𝑎 → 𝑡𝑎 and from 𝑠𝑏 → 𝑡𝑏 is requested. In Fig. 2a
each ROADM assigns the wavelengths equally to its adjacent
links, which we further refer to as uniform capacity design.
With this configuration, a maximum flow rate of 1 can be
processed for both requested flows. The optimal reassignment
of wavelengths is shown in Fig. 2b, where the wavelength
shift results in doubling the overall throughput.

4

Bidirectionality: Each wavelength must be assigned in both
directions.
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑤 𝑗𝑖
(5)
Max wavelengths on link: No link can carry more than 𝛽
wavelengths.
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 𝛽
(6)
TE LP. To decouple the TE from the joint optimization formulation, we only use (1)-(3). Additionally, 𝑤, the wavelength
assignment, is passed as an input parameter. As 𝑤 is the only
integer variable in the Joint TP+TE ILP, the program solving
the traffic engineering problem is hence an LP.

ILP FORMULATION

The fundamental idea is to optimize the objective by reconfiguring the optical layer, i.e., assigning wavelengths to links
to maximize the overall throughput. To this end, we present
an ILP to optimize the joint TP+TE problem and follow by
decoupling the TE from the joint optimization formulation.
Joint TP+TE ILP. Given a network topology, 𝐷𝑠𝑡 is the
demanded flow size from node 𝑠 to node 𝑡. The variable 𝑤𝑖 𝑗
represents the number of wavelengths assigned to the link
from 𝑖 to 𝑗, and the variable 𝑓𝑠𝑡 is the fraction of the flow
from 𝑠 to 𝑡 the network is capable to route. The number of
wavelengths a node 𝑖 can use to send/receive is defined by
𝛽
deg𝑖 · 𝛼 , where deg𝑖 signifies the degree of the node 𝑖 and
𝛽 is the number of wavelengths an edge can carry. 𝛼 is a
constant greater than 1, used to model that interfaces of a
node (ROADM) have limited ports, and a node can not use all
wavelengths of the connected edges. 𝛾 denotes the capacity
of a single wavelength. The variable 𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑗 denotes the fraction
of the flow from 𝑠 to 𝑡 that traverses the link from 𝑖 to 𝑗.
Objective: The goal is to maximize the overall throughput.
∑︁ ∑︁
max
𝐷𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑠𝑡
(1)
𝑠

𝑡

Flow conservation: A splittable flow that enters a node must
leave it, except for the source and destination.

5

5.1
∑︁

𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑗 −

∑︁

𝑗

𝑥 𝑠𝑡
𝑗𝑖

𝑗



𝑓 ,

 𝑠𝑡

= −𝑓𝑠𝑡 ,


 0,


if 𝑖 = 𝑠.
if 𝑖 = 𝑡 .
otherwise.

(2)

Capacity constraint: The sum of flows on a link must not
exceed its capacity (𝑤𝑖 𝑗 𝛾).
∑︁ ∑︁
𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑗 𝐷𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 𝛾
(3)
𝑠

𝑡

Nodes limit: A node can process only a limited number of
wavelengths.
∑︁
𝛽
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = deg𝑖 ·
(4)
𝛼
𝑗

EVALUATING JOINT TP+TE

Dynamically adjusting the optical layer of the WAN topology
according the current demand can improve the maximum overall throughput of the network. To evaluate the full potential
of such reconfigurations on real-world WAN topologies, we
conducted extensive simulations in which we show the gain
of a joint TP+TE optimization compared to a TE optimization
with a static uniform wavelength assignment.
In this section, we first briefly discuss the test environment
and elaborate on the parameters regarding reconfigurability.
We then present a demand-oblivious uniform capacity design
followed by the relaxation of the Joint TP+TE ILP. We review
the real-world data used for our simulations and give a small
study of the suitability of synthetic traffic generated with the
Gravity Model (GM). To this end, we compare the TP+TE
gains under the GM with the benefits under real-world traffic
data from SNDLib [55, 56, 72].
We conclude this section with an evaluation of all 169
networks available at TopologyZoo [40, 75] with |𝑉 | ≤ 100.
Our evaluation shows that already the simple uniform
design achieves on average within 8% of the throughput of
an optimal TP+TE formulation, however that for some WAN
topologies, the benefits can be much larger, up to 40%. This
brings us to further investigations in the subsequent section.

Methodology

Test Environment. All simulations were executed on an HP
DL380 G9 with 2x Intel Xeons E5-2697V3 SR1XF with 2.6
GHz, 14 cores each, and a total of 128 GB DDR4 RAM.
The host machine was running Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS. We implemented the proposed algorithms in Python (3.7)[63] leveraging the libraries NetworkX (2.4)[51], Numpy (1.18)[52],
and SciPy (1.1)[68]. To solve the LPs we used Gurobi (9.0)[26].
Optics Parameter. Modern fiber is capable of carrying up
to 100 wavelengths or even more. In our model, this is denoted by the parameter 𝛽 which we fixed to 100 in all our
experiments. In reality, it is often not the fiber which limits
the wavelengths to be utilized between two nodes, but rather
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the interface of the optical hardware. To express this in our
model and to tune our experiments interestingly, we limit
the node’s capability of processing wavelengths as shown in
𝛽
Equation (4) in Section 4 by deg𝑖 · 𝛼 . With 𝛼, we model the
fact that interfaces of ROADMs are limited in the number
of ports. When setting 𝛼 to 1.0, each fiber can be completely
filled up to its maximum of 𝛽 wavelengths and no further
capacity optimization is possible. When setting 𝛼 to larger
values, the algorithms have to decide how to distribute the
wavelengths over the nodes’ neighbors—and the uniform ap𝛽
proach simply assigns the same value of 𝛼 everywhere. 𝛼
is also an theoretical upper bound factor of the optimization
potential compared to the setting with a uniform wavelength
assignment: if each node had 𝛼 times more wavelengths, each
fiber would be completely filled with wavelengths. In our
experiments, we fix the value of 𝛼 to 2, which suffices since
the maximum improvement of joint TP+TE over Uniform-TP
never comes within reach of this limit. The bandwidth of
an optical fiber link depends on the number of wavelengths
assigned to it and the capacity of each wavelength carrying information which we denote by 𝛾. Modern optical technology
supports transfer rates of over 100 GB/s. We set the parameter
𝛾 to 100 in all our experiments.
Uniform Capacity Design. In order to obtain a first and
natural demand-oblivious capacity design, we propose that
each node spreads its wavelengths equally over all neighbors. An simple example is given in Fig. 2a, where each
node can support two wavelengths and has two neighbors, in
turn assigning one wavelength to each link. More generally,
the wavelength assignment 𝑤 in uniform capacity design is
defined by 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 𝛽/𝛼 ∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸. The resulting wavelength
assignment serves as an input of the TE algorithm.
Relaxation of the Joint TP+TE ILP. Due to the complexity
of the ILP introduced in Section 4, we model the problem
in an LP formulation to support extensive simulations on a
large set of topologies. For this, we relax the integrality of the
wavelength assignment 𝑤, which results into a slightly aboveoptimal solution. With respect to comparisons, this puts our
oblivious wavelength assignments at a small disadvantage,
i.e., will we perform better in practice, as the relaxation gives
a true upper-bound on achievable throughput. In other words,
the relaxation puts the joint TP+TE approach (our baseline
comparison/“competitor”) at a (slight) advantage.
Data Sources. For our simulations, we used real-world
traffic in the form of accumulated traffic matrices and the
related topology data taken from SNDLib [55, 56, 72]. The
second source of real-world data is TopologyZoo [40, 75]
which provide a large body of structural information of topologies. To vary the input data regarding traffic, we synthesized
TMs which we further mapped to all used topologies.

Traffic Matrices (TM). TE algorithms, but also of the underlying network design task of the joint TP+TE algorithm,
require information about the demanded traffic to be served.
The most important representation is the traffic matrix (TM).
A simple and efficient way to synthesize TMs is proposed
by Roughan [66]: the Gravity Model (GM). Its name derives
from Newton’s law of gravitation and it is applied in many
fields of science [60, 61, 74]. In the GM it is assumed that each
traffic flow from a source to a destination node is independent
of other packets. In the context of WAN backbones, they are
ingress/egress nodes, i.e., edge switches.
We implemented the Gravity Model as proposed in [66] to
synthesize TMs and map the corresponding demands to the
nodes of the WAN topology.

5.2

Evaluating the Optimization Potential

As a demand-oblivious baseline, we evaluate the maximum
overall throughput on a uniform capacity design with the
proposed TE LP introduced in Section 4. We then compare
the results gained with the joint TP+TE LP, providing an
upper bound for any throughput under reconfiguration, and
evaluate the potential of reconfigurability of a large set of
topologies. To investigate the critical traffic distributions, we
scaled the traffic flows such that 70-90% of the requested flow
can be served.1
Suitability of Synthetic Traffic. The proprietary nature of
ISPs and backbones results in a lack of real-world traffic data.
Besides traffic matrices extracted from scientific research
networks, we augment our simulations by artificially generated traffic matrices to enable the evaluation of arbitrary
topologies. In Fig. 3, we illustrate the requested flow rates
in a series of heat maps, comparing the traffic data for the
Abilene network available from SNDLib and synthetically
generated TMs using the GM. We scaled all demands of
a single TM by a factor such that the sums of all TMs are
equal. Rows having many red (blue) squares reflect high (low)
amounts of traffic entering the network at this node. Analogously, columns comprising many red (blue) squares reflect
high (low) amounts of traffic exiting the network at this node.
We observe that both, real and synthetic traffic, show spatial
locality, i.e., rows/columns highlighted by many red, respectively, many blue squares. Furthermore, whereas the real traffic
shows also temporal locality, i.e., the rows and columns show
similarities over different times the traffic was captured, each
synthetic TM is generated using different randomly generated
weight vectors independent of previously generated TMs, so
all temporal information is eliminated.
1 If

the network is heavily underutilized, even a naïve oblivious capacity
design has identical throughput as joint TP+TE, analogously for heavy overutilizations. We hence investigate traffic that can (barely) still be served by
joint TP+TE, in order to study the full potential of such joint optimizations.
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In Fig. 4, we show an evaluation of reconfigurability on the
Abilene and the Géant network using real and synthetic traffic.
For the experiments on Abilene/Géant with real-world data,
we used TMs and the topology data from SNDLib [55, 56, 72]
each aggregated over 5 min/15 min and equally spread within
a day. The absence of temporal locality using synthetic TMs
results in a higher variance in benefits of reconfigurability.
Using this model to generate TMs provides sufficient uncertainty to apply the TMs as input for networking algorithms
to evaluate.
Since we ignore reconfiguration costs in this work, we can
evaluate traffic based on independent TMs without modeling
temporal locality. The relative difference is already small
for our sample size of 10 matrices and we expect it to be
smaller with still more samples. We thus conclude that the
investigation of synthetic GM traffic matrices is a reasonable
assumption our further study of real-world topologies.

Evaluation of TopologyZoo Data. In a next step we evaluated topology data available at TopologyZoo [40, 75]. For our
experiments, we restrict the network size to |𝑉 | ≤ 100 and
only evaluate the newest version of each topology, resulting
in 169 topologies. In Fig. 5, we show the joint TP+TE reconfigurability gains of each topology, tested with 10 randomly
generated TMs using the GM. All in all we can see that the
benefits of joint TP+TE over a uniform wavelength capacity
allocation are low, in average exhibiting just 7.85% further
throughput potential, over all topologies. On the other hand,
we see that some selected topologies allow for larger gains,
which we study further next. Different to data centers, where
networks are clearly and uniformly structured, e.g. in Clos
topologies, WANs commonly develop and expand over time
and are hence unique in their topologies. To provide some
intuition on our results, in Fig. 6, we visualized three sample
networks with a Kamada-Kawai force-directed layout [37].
The high connectivity of the Chinanet topology preserves
any optimization through TP, as the uniform wavelength assignment already exhibits good conditions for optimizing
the throughput with TE only. We observe long chains of 2degree-nodes dominating the Lambdanet topology, without
much potential for throughput gains by means of topology
programming. Contrary to that, the Sinet topology has a high
optimization potential, as it has neither the simple structure
of Lambdanet nor the high connectivity of Chinanet.
A uniform capacity design misses the separation between
peripheral nodes, requiring less capacity, and the sparse backbone links, requiring relatively large capacity. Here TP can
leverage a strong core interconnect, leading to a gain in
throughput of over 30% in average. We investigate next how
such throughput potential can also be realized by oblivious designs.
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Figure 3: Comparison of real traffic from Abilene network
captured on Mar 1, 2004 and aggregated over 5 min (left
column) with artificially generated TMs using the Gravity
Model (right column).Each heatmap represents a single
TM in Abilene which comprises 12 nodes.

6

DEMAND-OBLIVIOUS TP

In this section, we present a novel approach to optimize the
wavelength assignment followed by an evaluation of the topologies with the most potential regarding reconfigurability.
Motivation. Network (capacity) design is well studied in
the context of datacenters, where it is a common objective to
maximize the bisection bandwidth, in order to facilitate allto-all throughput, ideally in a non-blocking fashion [11]. One
of the most popular designs in this context is the so-called
fat-tree [42], which is easily realizable with off-the-shelf hardware [1]. Herein, the leaf nodes are connected by logical tree
topology, with increased capacity towards the core, in order
to serve all possible connection pairs evenly. However, unlike
WANs, datacenter networks are mostly uniformly designed
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Figure 4: Comparison of synthetic generated traffic (Gravity Model) and real traffic (SNDLib) regarding reconfigurability. A value of 1 means no improvement over uniform
TP.
from scratch and operate at relatively small geographical
scale, making a direct transition of design ideas infeasible.
Notwithstanding, we can still explore fat-tree designs from
the perspective of capacity allocations. Towards the core, the
edges have to serve more connection pairs, increasing the
capacity. Another way of thinking of these connection pairs is
by means of paths that require capacity allocated, where we
need more capacity the more paths are assigned to an edge.
The latter is a concept that we can directly apply to oblivious
WAN capacity designs, attempting to emulate fat-trees in a
wide-area setting. To this end, we propose that for all node
pairs, we compute suitable connecting paths, and assign capacity relative to the number of paths “living” on these edges.
As such, we provide optimized all-to-all connectivity, with
the goal of providing efficient demand-oblivious capacity.
We next provide the technical details on our design proposal in §6.1 and then evaluate its performance w.r.t. throughput gains, in comparison to joint TP+TE formulations, in §6.2.
We show that our new design proposal can significantly reduce the gap towards joint demand-aware TP+TE formulations to below 5%, on average, and in particular significantly reduces the large gaps still present for uniform capacity
designs seen in the last section for a small set of topologies.

1: function D EMAND O BLIVIOUS TP(𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸 ), 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 )
2:
𝑟 ← {}
⊲ The requested capacity on a link
3:
𝑅 ← {}
⊲ The requested capacity on a node
4:
𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 ← A LL S HORTEST PATHS(𝐺 )
5:
for 𝑠 ← 0 to |𝑉 | do
6:
for 𝑡 ← 𝑠 + 1 to |𝑉 | do
7:
for all (𝑖, 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 𝑠𝑡 do
8:
𝑟𝑖 𝑗 ← 𝑟 𝑗𝑖 ← 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 + 1
9:
𝑅𝑖 ← 𝑅𝑖 + 1
10:
𝑅𝑗 ← 𝑅𝑗 + 1
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
end for
14:
𝑤 ← {}
⊲ # Wavelengths assigned to each link
15:
for all (𝑖, 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐸 do
16:
𝑡𝑖 ← ( deg𝑖 · 𝛽/𝛼 ) · 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 //𝑅𝑖
⊲ // := Integer division
17:
𝑡 𝑗 ← ( deg 𝑗 · 𝛽/𝛼 ) · 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 //𝑅 𝑗
18:
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ← min(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 , 𝛽 )
19:
end for
20:
𝑊 ← {}
⊲ # Wavelengths each node has left to distribute
21:
for 𝑖 ← 1 to |𝑉 | do Í
22:
𝑊𝑖 = deg𝑖 · 𝛽/𝛼 − 𝑗 ∈𝑁𝐺 (𝑖 ) 𝑤𝑖 𝑗
⊲ 𝑁𝐺 (𝑖 ) : neighborhood of i
23:
end for
24:
do
25:
𝐸 ′ ← { (𝑖, 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐸 : 𝑊𝑖 > 0 and 𝑊 𝑗 > 0 and 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 < 𝛽 }
26:
for all (𝑖, 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐸 ′ do
27:
if 𝑊𝑖 > 0 and 𝑊 𝑗 > 0 and 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 < 𝛽 then
28:
𝑤𝑖 𝑗 ← 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 + 1
29:
𝑊𝑖 ← 𝑊𝑖 − 1
30:
𝑊𝑗 ← 𝑊𝑗 − 1
31:
end if
32:
end for
33:
while 𝐸 ′ ≠ ∅
34:
return 𝑤
35: end function

containing the nodes 𝑉 and the links 𝐸, the node limiter 𝛼,
the number of wavelengths a fiber link can carry at max 𝛽,
and the capacity of a single wavelength 𝛾. The variable 𝑤
stores the assigned wavelengths for each link, 𝑊 holds the
number of wavelengths nodes have left to distribute to its adjacent links. The variable 𝑟 , the required capacity at each link,
is computed by counting all traffic flows traversing the link.
For each link (𝑖, 𝑗) we evaluate for both 𝑖 and 𝑗 separately
weighted the number of wavelengths it would assign to the
link and assign the minimum of these two values. Finally, in
20-33 we assign the leftover wavelengths evenly to all links.
The returned wavelength assignment serves as input for a TE
algorithm. For which we used the proposed TE LP in all our
evaluations.

6.2
6.1

New Demand-Oblivious Capacity Designs

In Algorithm 1, we present a new demand-oblivious approach for maximizing the throughput through optimizing
the wavelength assignment.
The idea is to compute all to all shortest paths and determine for each link the number of paths it is included
and adjust the wavelength assignment accordingly. We call
DemandObliviousTP(𝐺, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) passing the graph 𝐺

Evaluation of TP Strategies

Fig. 7b shows the improvements by our improved demandoblivious capacity design from Algorithm 1 on selected topologies. In more detail, we selected the top 10 topologies
from the last section with the highest throughput gains, depicting their relative potential over a uniform capacity allocation
in Fig. 5. We then plot in Fig. 7b by how much our new
designs reduce the gap towards demand-aware optimal joint
TP+TE formulations. Herein, a value of 1.0 means exactly
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Figure 5: Topology optimization potential for throughput gains by means of topology programming grouped by size |𝑉 |.
Note that for some topologies, the joint TP+TE does not achieve any improvement over uniform TP. Simple star
topologies such as Basnet, Itnet, Mren, or the high connectivity in Airtel, Chinanet, Dataxchange, Goodnet, and Napnet
prevent optimization.
the same value as joint TP+TE, whereas a value of 0.0 shows
no improvement over a uniform capacity allocation.
As we can see, our new demand-oblivious designs are significantly close to optimal demand-aware formulations, closing
the gap by up to nearly 90% for Carnet, whereas even for Gambia, the gap reduction is close to 50%. Except for the latter, all
gap reductions are over 50%, being close to at least 80% for

all of them. The potential gains of throughput optimization by
means of TP+TE are again hovering around or below 10%, in
comparison to our new oblivious capacity designs.
We note however that our new designs achieve such significant gap reductions only for networks where TP+TE significantly outperforms uniform capacity designs. The lower the
potential gains, the lower the gap reduction, and for a good
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Figure 6: Topological structure of Chinanet, Lambdanet and Sinet from TopologyZoo. The shown node positions are
determined using the Kamada-Kawai path-length cost-function.
number of networks, the benefits are close to zero or uniform
TP even performs slightly better than our new designs. The
latter are topologies where uniform already performs very
well or close to an optimal joint TP+TE, such as Chinanet or
Lambdanet from Fig. 6.
Notwithstanding, for such cases, one can simply default
back to uniform capacity allocations, selecting the best of both
demand-oblivious designs depending on the chosen topology.
By selecting the better oblivious strategy for each topology
(where the capacity allocations stay fixed for each TM), the
potential gains of joint TP+TE optimizations are reduced to
just 4.76%, in average over all 169 topologies, see Fig. 8.

7

RELATED WORK

While we are not aware of work that investigates oblivious
WAN capacity design from a networking perspective, the idea
of joint topology programming (TP) and traffic engineering
in this context has already been investigated recently. We
note that we take a throughput-optimal TP+TE formulation
as comparison, whereas the following works aim at faster TP
computation times or different objectives.
Jin et al. [36] present Owan, a centralized system to optimize the IP and optical topologies by reconfiguring the network
devices, including ROADMs. Their work focuses on optimizing the IP link reconfiguration and routing to minimize the
completion time for bulk transfers, with scheduling concerns
expanded in [13, 35]. To extend [36] for a multicast setting,
Long et al. [46] propose a partially relaxed ILP, where IP and
optical layers are jointly optimized in a cross-layer approach,
improving deadline scheduling and throughput performance.
Although less directly, this work is also related to the work
by Gossels et al. [23, 24]. They set their focus on robustness
to failures in WAN topologies by utilizing the advantages of
ROADMs. In their abstraction model, they consider additionally, regenerators and tails, where a tail refers to a combination
of an optical transponder and a router port.

Another line of work is by Foerster et al. [21], who propose
an indirect approach of finding the optimal wavelength allocation in optical WAN topologies. To this end, they propose
an abstraction, where TP calculations are performed by the
TE formulation in a demand-aware fashion.
The achievements in reconfigurable networks in the scope
of data centers (DC) [8, 12, 15, 16, 22, 39, 43–45, 49, 59, 83]
are significant as well. In DC networks, we can augment
the existing topology with reconfigurable links connecting
nodes either directly (e.g. free-space optics) or via e.g. optical switches. By jointly solving the TP+TE problems, the
efficiency in DC networks can be greatly improved, though
the optimization problem remains intractable even for “easy”
objective functions [18, 19]. Although inspiring, the underlying assumptions strongly differ compared to those in WANs
and a direct adaption of proposed solutions seems impossible,
considering the geographical scale, the variety of existing
topologies and foremost, the reconfigurability restrictions.
However, a related class of reconfigurable networks where
WAN designs might potentially benefit from insights is from
reconfigurable geometric [7] and satellite networks [5].
Another class of related work addresses techniques to synthesize traffic matrices. The proprietary nature of Internet
traffic matrices led to a particular interest in modeling artificial traffic data [6, 66, 77, 78]. Roughan et al. [66, 78] propose
the Gravity Model (GM) to synthesize (but not predict) traffic
matrices. To evaluate their approach, they show that for both
the real-world data from Abilene and Géant the synthetic
traffic fits excellently in respect of their cumulative distribution and complementary cumulative distribution. Tune et al.
extend their work by proposing temporal and spatiotemporal
models to generate a series of traffic matrices over time.

8

CONCLUSION

Motivated by the popularity of data-centric applications and
the emergence of reconfigurable WAN topologies, we investigated the benefits of reconfigurability both under real
demands as well as in synthetic scenarios, aiming to identify
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We found that in most cases already a traffic-independent
uniform wavelength deployment yields throughput within 8%
of a demand-aware joint topology programming and traffic
engineering formulation, while avoiding complex computations and reconfiguration delays. However, we found that in
some situations, the benefits can be significant, e.g., allowing up to 40% more throughput over a uniform approach. For
these cases, we proposed an oblivious wavelength deployment
strategy inspired by state-of-the-art datacenter design, maximizing the all-to-all bandwidth. Our simulations show that our
oblivious strategy significantly reduces the gap towards joint
topology programming and traffic engineering formulations,
while retaining the benefits of a static physical layer.

Topologies

(b) Gap reduction by our demand-oblivious capacity design.
A value of 1.0 means exactly the same value as joint TP+TE,
whereas a value of 0.0 shows no improvement over a uniform
capacity allocation.

Figure 7: 7a shows the 10 topologies with the highest potential gain by employing demand-aware TP+TE over our
uniform baseline design, whereas 7b shows how much
of this potential gain can be achieved by our improved
demand-oblivious capacity design proposal. E.g. Widejpn allows for a median improvement of about 25% in
throughput over uniform capacity design, but as we close
the gap by about 50% with our new strategy, TP+TE only
achieves further gains of roughly 12.5%.

Future Work

We understand our work as a first step and hope it can lead
to followup work informing the community about the benefits and limitations of more dynamic infrastructures. In
particular, it will be interesting to explore refined network
models, accounting for reconfiguration and conversion costs,
as well as to study the impact of certain graph properties
on reconfigurability benefits, such as edge connectivity, treewidth, clustering coefficient, to name only a few examples.
It would further be interesting to investigate the trade-off of
reconfiguration costs versus benefits [70, 76], in particular in
experimental frameworks [80].
Moreover, in this work we chose throughput as an objective function2 , and it is not clear how to extend our efficient oblivious designs to other settings, such as bulk-transfer
scheduling [36, 47], CDNs [81] which have scheduling constraints, or [23], which incorporates hardware (placement)
choices, e.g., amplifiers, conversions, etc., and failure resilience [27, 82].
Another interesting avenue for future research is to explore
improved joint optimizations, including both oblivious algorithms as well as dynamic algorithms reacting to online
demand changes, as well as semi-oblivous approaches leveraging long-term traffic predictions.
Lastly, the question of modeling (and provably) optimal
demand-aware oblivious designs is still an open research
question, for very recent work in this direction we refer to the
article by Amir et al. [2].

REPRODUCIBILITY
To facilitate reproducibility, our source code will be made
available at https://github.com/tfenz/Programmable-WAN.
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Figure 8: Reduced gap to joint optimization by using the best demand-oblivious topology programming (TP) strategy.
(Dark blue boxes signify the topologies where we can reduce the gap to the optimal solution utilizing the Improved
Demand-Oblivious TP strategy; Light blue boxes signify that the uniform approach is not improved.)
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